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Abstract

First launched in 2015, the E-Enterprise Portal is being developed by 
EPA, State and Tribal Partners to provide users with a secure, central 

interface to conduct business with environmental agencies. With a wide 
range of target users, including regulated entities and the public, the 

Portal provides an easy-to-use, customized platform to allow electronic 
communications with co-regulators, while also providing useful 

environmental and public health information and resources.  With 
continued investment and long term stewardship, the Portal aims to 

greatly expand its functionality, visibility and user-base to further 
enhance a customer-centric approach while ensuring data integrity and 

user confidentiality.
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Topics

• State of E-Enterprise Portal

• Assistance Gateway

• Be Well Informed Implementation and Lessons 
Learned

• Portal of the Future and Partner Collaboration 
Opportunities
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State of E-Enterprise Portal

Hope Kosier





Single Sign-On



Conduct Business
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Conduct Business
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Provide Information



Provide Information
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Assistance Gateway
(aka Local Government Portal)

Hannah Humphrey and Sheryl Rosner
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The Assistance Gateway 
addresses a need 
expressed by local 
governments and tribes 
to gain easy access to 
decision-making tools 
and resources to improve 
environmental 
infrastructure, 
compliance, critical 
assets, health, and 
sustainability.  

http://eportal.epa.gov

The Assistance Gateway is a component of the 
E-Enterprise Portal 



Develop your user-profile during 
the initial login after registering 
with: 
• Locations of interest
• Interests
• Favorites

At any time, you may modify 
these selections and new 
information would be saved to 
the workbench.



Specify your Organization and Role



Target Audience: regulated tribes and communities 

responsible for environmental compliance





User selects 
topics 
of interest



Example of 
resources 
offered

Information prompt provides a description of the resource



• Preliminary resource inventory includes
more than 400 tools 

• Curated selections of popular and useful tools
for topic areas appear in “my resources”



Assistance Gateway takes advantage of Reusable Component 
Services (RCS) 

Reusable Component Services (RCS) provides a central point of access to a broad range of IT 
resources, components and services used in various EPA and partner systems. It enables 
reuse of these resources, which helps reduce cost, speed development, and produce higher 
quality systems and applications.

RCS allows users to:
• Catalog reusable information assets for EPA and its partners
• Load metadata about assets
• Harvest metadata from other Agency registries and repositories
• Relate services, data assets, and the systems and applications they are used in
• Access a single interface through which users can search for all resources regardless of 

their type and location
Assistance Gateway houses its resources in RCS and can be edited by persons who have 
access to RCS and are stewards of the resources.



Assistance Gateway-Missouri



Profile



View Resources

Mark your 
favorites by 
clicking the star

Filter by Topic



Assistance Wizard



Administrative Functions
Administrative  interface used by state agency staff allows 
portal to be highly configurable 



National and State Resources Appear Together 

E-ENTERPRISE 
PORTAL
• User profile 

• Tools & widgets

• Resources for Communities

…and any other states or tribes  that 

wish to use the portal code.

MODEL STATE PORTAL

GATEWAY FOR COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE
• User profile 

• Compliance and infrastructure wizards
• Missouri Resources

ARIZONA PORTAL
• User profile 

• Compliance wizards
• Arizona Resources API

API



Estimated investment for states and tribes to 
implement their own Assistance Gateway 

Access source 
code and 

documentation 
from U.S. EPA 
Central Data 

Exchange

8-16 Hours &             
≤ 1 GB Server 

Storage                      
IT Professional 
installs code 

either on 
premise or in 

the cloud

40 - 80 Hours 
Agency staff 

configure 
customizable 

labels and add 
content  

Portal is 
available to 

your users on 
the web



Next Steps

• State and tribal engagement to add resources
– Add state and tribal integration

• Improve overall “look and feel” of platform
– Icons and visuals 

• Add additional resources
• Keep platform up-to-date and continually improve services
• Longer term – develop crowdsourcing capability and 

greater interoperability 



Be Well Informed 
Implementation and Lessons 

Learned

Chris Simmers



Selected for Portal

• Discussed at E-Enterprise Leadership Council (EELC) 
Meeting

• Noted that application:
– offered both environmental and public health benefits 

– improved NHDES business process

• Determined the portal could be a vehicle for sharing 
the application with other E-Enterprise partners 

• IOT kicked off and oversaw the project
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Portal Considerations

• Could Be Well Informed be reverse engineered and 
reconstructed as a service that could be consumed 
by the E-Enterprise Portal? 

• How could that engineering be done in a way that 
the functionality could be extended in the future to 
other E-Enterprise partners?
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Approach

• Decouple the application’s business logic from UI components and 
provide as services

• Define necessary services to support functionality including service 
request parameters and response formats

• De-couple UI logic from results analysis and re-implement as web 
services

• Collaboratively design the E-Enterprise Portal UI

• Build UI in the E-Enterprise Portal and consume new web services to 
perform validation, analysis, and display results
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Extension to Partner States and Tribes

• The heart of New Hampshire Be Well
Informed is a configurable XML 
document (flowcharts.xml) that:

• Contains evaluation conditions

• Maps conditions to messages to display to 
the well owner

• Maps conditions to treatment options

• Maps conditions to health impact 
information to the well owner

• Underlying services can made to be 
location aware so that a partner 
could modify the NH flowcharts.xml 
template with specific conditions, 
messages, and treatment options 
providing codeless customization for 
partner adoption.
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Collaboration/Co-Development 

• Possible inclusion in the E-Enterprise Platform should be factored into 
partner development activities up-front where possible

• If all partners build with flexibility and configurability (such as NH’s 
flowchart.xml application component) as a principle, it is possible to 
share and benefit from each other’s efforts

• Standards and processes for co-development, both for self-contained 
widgets and shared services should continue to be pursued by E-
Enterprise governance
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DEMONSTRATION
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Demonstration
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Turns Out It’s A Very Useful Pilot

• Application has environmental/public health benefits for the public

• Example of applying technology to improve a business process (DES gets 
300+ calls/year about test results, treatment options)

• Using the E-Enterprise Portal as the vehicle for sharing the application 
with other States/Tribes (shared service)

• Joint development (OEI, CGI, DES/DoIT)

• Testing Joint Governance at the operational level, identifying important 
policy issues

• Fun
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And Now a Word From Our Sponsors

• Application developed for NH Department of Environmental Services 
Drinking Water Program by a contractor, Voyager Systems

• NH Department of Information Technology provided technical oversight

• Funding for project is from the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, Environmental Health Program

• Working with EPA’s Portal development team in the Office of 
Environmental Information, in collaboration with the E-Enterprise 
Program

• Contractual support from CGI



E-Enterprise Portal 
Future State and Collaboration 

Opportunities

Laura Letson



Future Portal

A single interface for conducting electronic business
with U.S. environmental agencies

Disclose, Request, Engage, Analyze, Monitor, 
Access, Participate, Report, …

User-centric, Multi-agency, Efficient, Current, Relevant



Anticipated Benefits

• Improve quality, integration and timeliness of information

• Reduce time and costs

• Access “smart" online tools to understand & comply with regulatory 
requirements

• Streamline permitting processes with progress tracking

• Integrate streamlined compliance with federal and state reporting 
requirements

• Customize access to environmental information & assistance tools

• Improve transparency for environmental decisions and conditions
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Services & Functions

Electronic 
Processes

Authentication

Data Integrity 
Multi-party 

Communication



Services & Functions

• Data• Compliance

• Report• Permit

Electronic 
Processes

Authentication

Data Integrity 
Multi-party 

Communication



Services & Functions

• Data• Compliance

• Report• Permit

Electronic 
Processes

Authentication

Data Integrity 
Multi-party 

Communication

Profile
E-Enterprise 
Business 
Processes

Assistance 
Tools

Quality 
Assurance
Confidentiality



Critical Dependencies

• Shared IT and data services

• Robust metadata program

• Strong and collaborative 
governance
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Portal Collaboration Opportunitie$
for E-Enterprise Partners

• Add State/Tribal authentication rights in Enterprise Identity 
Management

• Build and adopt Portal applications to support Portal 
Interoperability

• Participate in Laws and Regulations Registry Pilot

• Expand Resources in Assistance Gateway 

➢ 2018 Exchange Network Grants Solicitation Notice
Apply at www.epa.gov/exchangenetwork

http://www.epa.gov/exchangenetwork


Bigger Considerations

• Portal scope & content

• Operations & maintenance

• Design consistency



Feedback

What would help you 
to do your business 
better?


